
2021 JOURNAL COLLECTION 
UPDATES, SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
FREEZE
These titles have joined the MUSE Premium 
Collection for 2021:

• Acta Koreana
• The French Review 
• Labour History: A Journal of Labour and Social 

History
• Tang Studies
• Urban History Review
• The Yale Review

Journal collection subscription pricing for 2021 
was frozen at 2020 rates for all MUSE collections. 
Selected titles were added to collections other 
than Premium.

ALL JOURNAL COLLECTION UPDATES

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF MUSE!
While our in-person celebrations had to be cancelled due to the global public health 
crisis, we’re pleased to commemorate 25 years of Project MUSE with a special 
anniversary website. We’ve collected stories and noted the milestones encapsulated 
in our mission, “25 years supporting digital scholarship.” The anniversary website 
features a new video, a timeline of the platform’s evolution and growth, and reflections 
from 25 current and former staff members and associates.

QUICK LINKS
• Get a book collection price quote
• Request a free 45-day journal trial
• Request journal collection pricing
• OA BOOK details (free marc & kbart)

NEW SUBJECTS, NEW PUBLISHERS 
FOR 2021 BOOK COLLECTIONS
MUSE is offering five new subject collections, 
along with titles from eight additional publishers, 
in its book collections for the 2021 calendar year. 
The 2021 Complete collection is expected to be 7% 
larger – offering about 200 more newly-published 
titles – than the 2020 Complete.

New subject collections available for the first 
time in 2021 include Art and Architecture; Gender 
Studies; Music; Education and Rhetoric; and 
Science, Technology, and Media. All books on 
MUSE are DRM-free, with unlimited simultaneous 
use, downloading, and printing – making 
them ideal for course use and easily accessible 
for research in remote and hybrid learning 
environments. Publishers new to the MUSE book 
collections for 2021 are a global and diverse 
group, including:

• Aarhus University Press
• Bristol University Press
• Editorial Utadeo
• Getty Publications
• Institute of East Asian Studies, University of 

California, Berkeley
• UCLA Center for Medieval and Renaissance 

Studies
• University of Cincinnati Press
• Washington State University Press

MORE ABOUT BOOKS ON MUSE

CELEBRATE WITH US! 

https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/772
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/777
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/788
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/788
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/778
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/790
https://about.muse.jhu.edu/news/Updates%20to%202021%20Journal%20Collections/
http://muse.jhu.edu
http://about.muse.jhu.edu/about/quote/
https://about.muse.jhu.edu/lib/journal_trial_access
https://about.muse.jhu.edu/librarians/journal-quote/
https://about.muse.jhu.edu/muse/open-access-overview/
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:345&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:341&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:331&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:342&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:342&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:162&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:162&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:330&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://muse.jhu.edu/search?action=browse&limit=publisher_id:332&min=1&max=10&limit=format:book
https://about.muse.jhu.edu/librarians/book-products/
https://muse.jhu.edu/25
https://muse.jhu.edu/25


PARTNERING WITH CEUP FOR OA 
MONOGRAPHS PROJECT
Project MUSE is a partner with the Central 
European University Press (CEUP) as it transitions 
to an open access (OA) monograph program 
through its new library subscription membership 
initiative, Opening the Future. Working with the 
Community-led Open Publication Infrastructures 
for Monographs (COPIM) project, CEUP is 
providing access to packages of their highly-
regarded backlist, and utilizing the revenue from 
members’ subscriptions to allow the Press’ 
frontlist to be OA from the date of publication. 
Project MUSE will be the hosting platform for the 
book subscription packages and new OA titles. 

MORE ON CEU PRESS OA

MUSE in Focus: Trusted, Scholarly Context for Critical Issues
“MUSE in Focus” is a series of thoughtfully curated resources, comprising content from participating 
publishers across Project MUSE’s broad corpus, designed to contribute interdisciplinary, scholarly context 
to current events and issues. The series includes downloadable bibliographies in multiple formats to enable 
easy citation, inclusion in syllabi, and integration into other bibliographies or reading lists. Recent topics 
include gun violence, pandemic, and structural racism. We hope that these projects serve as entry points for 
deeper engagement with complex topics beyond the headlines. 

MORE OA ON MUSE

ENHANCED JOURNAL HOSTING
SERVICE, NEW TITLES AVAILABLE 
MUSE recently expanded our journal hosting 
services, providing an option for publishers to 
place journals on the MUSE platform outside 
of our collections, as well allowing open access 
journals to live on the platform alongside 
subscription titles.
  
Several new titles have recently joined the hosting 
program. These titles are not included in MUSE 
journal collections, but are either open access 
(OA) or available for single title subscriptions. 
Most titles are migrating to MUSE from other 
services, but some are newly-launched by their 
publishers. Libraries may subscribe to these titles 
direct or via their usual subscription agency – visit 
For Librarians on the MUSE web site for pricing and 
orders.
• Adoption & Culture
• Alliance for African Partnership Perspectives (new 

journal, OA)
• Bach: Journal of the Riemenschneider Bach 

Institute (coming in 2022)
• CLA Journal
• CrossCurrents
• Gendered Perspectives on International Develop-

ment (new journal, OA)
• Journal of South Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
• Mashriq & Mahjar: Journal of Middle East and 

North African Migration Studies (OA)
• Michigan Historical Review
• North American Journal of Celtic Studies
• Perspectives of New Music
• Rhetoric, Politics & Culture (new journal)
• Science Fiction Studies (coming in 2022)

MORE DETAILS

MORE OA BOOKS AND JOURNALS 
ON MUSE
There are several thousand open access books on 
the MUSE platform, along with several fully-OA 
journals, including titles from both traditional 
university presses and new OA-only publishers. 
To assist with discovery of OA materials, MUSE 
distributes metadata to all major library discovery 
services, as well as offering free MARC and KBART 
files for download. Researchers and students will 
see relevant OA content in their searches alongside 
the MUSE books and journals held by their library.

SEE ALL MUSE IN FOCUS

https://about.muse.jhu.edu/news/hostedjournals/
http://muse.jhu.edu
http://muse.jhu.edu
https://www.facebook.com/ProjectMUSE
https://www.linkedin.com/company/projectmuse/
https://twitter.com/ProjectMUSE
https://www.youtube.com/user/projectmusetv
https://about.muse.jhu.edu/news/CEUPressGoesLive/
https://about.muse.jhu.edu/muse/open-access-overview/]
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https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/784
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/776
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/785
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/785
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/775
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/787
https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/774
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